A BILL ENTITLED

AN ACT concerning

Pain–Capable Unborn Child Protection Act

FOR the purpose of prohibiting, except under certain circumstances, the performance or
inducement or attempted performance or inducement of an abortion of a pregnant
woman unless a certain determination as to the probable age of the unborn child is
made by a certain physician; providing that the failure of a physician to perform
certain actions is deemed unprofessional conduct; prohibiting the performance or
inducement or attempted performance or inducement of an abortion of a pregnant
woman if the probable age of an unborn child is a certain number of weeks, except
under certain circumstances; requiring an abortion to be performed in a certain
manner under certain circumstances; requiring certain physicians to submit a
certain report to the Department of Health and Mental Hygiene that includes certain
information; requiring the Department to issue a certain public report by a certain
date each year that includes certain information; requiring the Department to adopt
certain regulations on or before a certain date; establishing certain civil and criminal
penalties; authorizing certain persons to bring a civil action under certain
circumstances; authorizing certain persons to apply to a certain court for permanent
or temporary injunctive relief against a certain person under certain circumstances;
providing for the award of certain attorney’s fees under certain circumstances;
requiring a court to make a certain determination in a certain proceeding; requiring
a court to issue certain orders under certain circumstances; requiring certain persons
to use a pseudonym to bring a certain action in court under certain circumstances;
providing for the construction of various provisions of this Act; stating certain
findings of the General Assembly; defining certain terms; and generally relating to
the Pain–Capable Unborn Child Protection Act.

BY adding to
Article – Health – General

EXPLANATION: CAPITALS INDICATE MATTER ADDED TO EXISTING LAW.
[Brackets] indicate matter deleted from existing law.
Section 20–217 through 20–225 to be under the new part “Part V. Pain–Capable Unborn Child Protection Act”

Annotated Code of Maryland
(2009 Replacement Volume and 2014 Supplement)

SECTION 1. BE IT ENACTED BY THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF MARYLAND, That the Laws of Maryland read as follows:

Article – Health – General

20–215. RESERVED.

20–216. RESERVED.

PART V. PAIN–CAPABLE UNBORN CHILD PROTECTION ACT.

20–217.

THE MARYLAND GENERAL ASSEMBLY FINDS THAT:

(1) PAIN RECEPTORS (NOCICEPTORS) ARE PRESENT THROUGHOUT AN UNBORN CHILD’S ENTIRE BODY AND NERVES LINK THESE RECEPTORS TO THE BRAIN’S THALAMUS AND SUBCORTICAL PLATE BY NO LATER THAN 20 WEEKS;

(2) BY 8 WEEKS AFTER FERTILIZATION, AN UNBORN CHILD REACTS TO TOUCH AND, AFTER 20 WEEKS, AN UNBORN CHILD REACTS TO STIMULI THAT WOULD BE RECOGNIZED AS PAINFUL IF APPLIED TO AN ADULT HUMAN;

(3) IN AN UNBORN CHILD, APPLICATION OF PAINFUL STIMULI IS ASSOCIATED WITH SIGNIFICANT INCREASES IN STRESS HORMONES KNOWN AS THE STRESS RESPONSE;

(4) SUBJECTION TO PAINFUL STIMULI IS ASSOCIATED WITH LONG–TERM HARMFUL NEURODEVELOPMENTAL EFFECTS, INCLUDING ALTERED PAIN SENSITIVITY AND, POSSIBLY, EMOTIONAL, BEHAVIORAL, AND LEARNING DISABILITIES LATER IN LIFE;

(5) FOR THE PURPOSES OF SURGERY ON UNBORN CHILDREN, FETAL ANESTHESIA IS ROUTINELY ADMINISTERED AND IS ASSOCIATED WITH A DECREASE IN STRESS HORMONES COMPARED TO THEIR LEVEL WHEN PAINFUL STIMULI ARE APPLIED WITHOUT FETAL ANESTHESIA;

(6) THE POSITION, ASSERTED BY SOME MEDICAL EXPERTS, THAT AN UNBORN CHILD IS INCAPABLE OF EXPERIENCING PAIN UNTIL A POINT LATER IN
PREGNANCY THAN 20 WEEKS AFTER FERTILIZATION PREDOMINATELY RESTS ON
THE ASSUMPTION THAT THE ABILITY TO EXPERIENCE PAIN DEPENDS ON THE
CEREBRAL CORTEX AND REQUIRES NERVE CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THE THALAMUS
AND THE CORTEX, BUT RECENT MEDICAL RESEARCH AND ANALYSIS, ESPECIALLY
SINCE 2007, PROVIDE STRONG EVIDENCE FOR THE CONCLUSION THAT A
FUNCTIONING CORTEX IS NOT NECESSARY TO EXPERIENCE PAIN;

(7) SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT CHILDREN BORN
MISSING THE BULK OF THE CEREBRAL CORTEX, THOSE WITH HYDRANENCEPHALY,
NEVERTHELESS EXPERIENCE PAIN;

(8) IN ADULTS, STIMULATION OR ABLATION OF THE CEREBRAL
CORTEX DOES NOT ALTER PAIN PERCEPTION, WHILE STIMULATION OR ABLATION OF
THE THALAMUS DOES;

(9) SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT STRUCTURES USED
FOR PAIN PROCESSING IN EARLY DEVELOPMENT DIFFER FROM THOSE OF ADULTS,
USING DIFFERENT NEURAL ELEMENTS AVAILABLE AT SPECIFIC TIMES DURING
DEVELOPMENT, INCLUDING THE SUBCORTICAL PLATE, TO FULFILL THE ROLE OF
PAIN PROCESSING;

(10) THE POSITION, ASSERTED BY SOME MEDICAL EXPERTS, THAT AN
UNBORN CHILD REMAINS IN A COMA–LIKE SLEEP STATE THAT PRECLUDES AN
UNBORN CHILD EXPERIENCING PAIN IS INCONSISTENT WITH THE DOCUMENTED
REACTION OF UNBORN CHILDREN TO PAINFUL STIMULI AND WITH THE EXPERIENCE
OF FETAL SURGEONS WHO HAVE FOUND IT NECESSARY TO SEDATE AN UNBORN
CHILD WITH ANESTHESIA TO PREVENT THE UNBORN CHILD FROM THRASHING
ABOUT IN REACTION TO INVASIVE SURGERY;

(11) CONSEQUENTLY, THERE IS SUBSTANTIAL MEDICAL EVIDENCE
THAT AN UNBORN CHILD IS CAPABLE OF EXPERIENCING PAIN BY 20 WEEKS AFTER
FERTILIZATION;

(12) IT IS THE DUTY OF THE STATE TO ASSERT A COMPELLING STATE
INTEREST IN PROTECTING THE LIVES OF UNBORN CHILDREN FROM THE STAGE AT
WHICH SUBSTANTIAL MEDICAL EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT THEY ARE CAPABLE OF
FEELING PAIN; AND

(13) THE STATE’S COMPELLING INTEREST IN PROTECTING THE LIVES
OF UNBORN CHILDREN FROM THE STAGE AT WHICH SUBSTANTIAL MEDICAL
EVIDENCE INDICATES THAT THEY ARE CAPABLE OF FEELING PAIN IS INTENDED TO
BE SEPARATE FROM AND INDEPENDENT OF THE STATE’S COMPELLING INTEREST IN
PROTECTING THE LIVES OF UNBORN CHILDREN FROM THE STAGE OF VIABILITY,
AND NEITHER STATE INTEREST IS INTENDED TO REPLACE THE OTHER.
(A) In this part the following words have the meanings indicated.

(B) (1) "Abortion" means the intentional use of any instrument, medicine, drug, or any other substance or device to terminate the pregnancy of a woman known to be pregnant.

(2) "Abortion" does not include the intentional termination of a pregnancy for the purpose of:

   (I) Increasing the probability of a live birth;

   (II) Preservation of the life or health of the child after live birth; or

   (III) Removing a dead unborn child who died in utero as the result of natural causes, accidental trauma, or a criminal assault on the pregnant woman or her unborn child that causes the premature termination of a pregnancy.

(C) "Attempt to perform or induce an abortion" means an act, or an omission of a statutorily required act, that, under the circumstances as the actor believes them to be, constitutes a substantial step in a course of conduct planned to culminate in the performance or induction of an abortion.

(D) "Fertilization" means the fusion of a human spermatozoon with a human ovum.

(E) (1) "Medical emergency" means a condition that, in reasonable medical judgment, so complicates the medical condition of the pregnant woman that it necessitates the immediate abortion of her pregnancy without first determining postfertilization age to avert the woman’s death or for which the delay necessary to determine postfertilization age will create serious risk of substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily function, not including psychological or emotional conditions.

(2) "Medical emergency" does not include a condition based on a claim or diagnosis that the woman will engage in conduct that she
(F) "Physician" means any individual licensed by the State Board of Physicians to practice medicine in the State.

(G) "Postfertilization age" means the age of the unborn child as calculated from the fusion of a human spermatozoon with a human ovum.

(H) "Probable postfertilization age of the unborn child" means the age that, in reasonable medical judgment, will with reasonable probability be the postfertilization age of the unborn child at the time the abortion is planned to be performed or induced.

(I) "Reasonable medical judgment" means a medical judgment that would be made by a reasonably prudent physician who is knowledgeable about the case and the treatment possibilities with respect to the medical conditions involved.

(J) "Unborn child" or "fetus" means an individual organism of the species Homo sapiens from fertilization until live birth.

(K) "Woman" means a female human being whether or not she has reached the age of majority.

(A) (1) Except in the case of a medical emergency, an abortion may not be performed or induced or be attempted to be performed or induced unless the physician performing or inducing the abortion:

   (I) Has made a determination of the probable postfertilization age of the unborn child; or

   (II) Is relying on the determination of the probable postfertilization age of the unborn child made by another physician.

(2) In making a determination under paragraph (1) of this subsection, the physician shall:

   (I) Make inquiries of the pregnant woman; and
(II) Perform or cause to be performed medical examinations and tests that a reasonably prudent physician, knowledgeable about the case and the medical conditions involved, would consider necessary to perform in making an accurate diagnosis of the postfertilization age.

(B) The failure of a physician to conform to the provisions of subsection (A) of this section is deemed “unprofessional conduct” under § 14–404 of the Health Occupations Article.

20–220.

(A) (1) Except as provided in paragraph (2) of this subsection, an individual may not perform or induce or attempt to perform or induce an abortion on a pregnant woman if the probable postfertilization age of the woman’s unborn child has been determined by a physician to be 20 weeks or more.

(2) If, in the reasonable medical judgment of a physician, the pregnant woman has a medical emergency, a physician may perform or induce an abortion on a pregnant woman whose unborn child has a probable postfertilization age of 20 weeks or more as determined by a physician.

(B) (1) When an abortion is performed or induced on a pregnant woman under subsection (A)(2) of this section, the physician shall terminate the pregnancy in the manner that, in the physician’s reasonable medical judgment, provides the best opportunity for the unborn child to survive, unless using that method would, in the physician’s reasonable medical judgment, pose a greater risk of the death or of the substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily function of the pregnant woman, not including psychological or emotional conditions.

(2) A manner of abortion does not include a greater risk of death or substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily function if it is based on a claim or diagnosis that the woman will engage in conduct that she intends to result in her death or in substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily function.

20–221.
(A) A physician who performs or induces or attempts to perform or induce an abortion shall submit a report to the Department that includes information on:

1. The postfertilization age of the unborn child of the pregnant woman:
   - (I) If a determination of probable postfertilization age was made, whether ultrasound was employed in making the determination, and the week of probable postfertilization age determined; and
   - (II) If a determination of probable postfertilization age was not made, the basis of the determination that a medical emergency existed;

2. The method of abortion performed or induced, including:
   - (I) Medication abortion, including mifepristone/misoprostol, methotrexate/misoprostol, or any other medication used;
   - (II) Manual vacuum aspiration;
   - (III) Electrical vacuum aspiration;
   - (IV) Dilation and evacuation;
   - (V) Combined induction abortion and dilation and evacuation;
   - (VI) Induction abortion with prostaglandins;
   - (VII) Induction abortion with intraamniotic instillation, including saline or urea;
   - (VIII) Induction abortion;
   - (IX) Intact dilation and extraction (partial-birth); or
   - (X) Any other method used;
(3) Whether an intrafetal injection was used in an attempt to induce fetal demise, including the use of intrafetal potassium chloride or digoxin;

(4) The age and race of the pregnant woman; and

(5) If the probable postfertilization age was determined to be 20 or more weeks:

(I) The basis of the physician's determination that the pregnant woman had a condition that so complicated her medical condition as to necessitate the abortion of her pregnancy to avert her death or to avert serious risk of substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily function, not including psychological or emotional conditions; and

(II) Whether or not the method of abortion used was one that, in reasonable medical judgment, provided the best opportunity for the unborn child to survive and, if such a method was not used, the basis of the determination that termination of the pregnancy in that manner would pose a greater risk of the death of the pregnant woman or of the substantial and irreversible physical impairment of a major bodily function, not including psychological or emotional conditions, of the woman than other available methods of abortion.

(B) (1) A report required under subsection (A) of this section:

(i) May not include:

1. The name or the address of the woman whose pregnancy was terminated; or

2. Any other personal information that could identify the pregnant woman; and

(ii) Shall include a unique medical record identifying number to enable matching the physician's report to the individual's medical records.

(2) A report required under subsection (A) of this section shall be submitted on the forms and on a schedule required by the Department in regulation.
(3) (I) EXCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH (II) OF THIS PARAGRAPH, A REPORT REQUIRED UNDER SUBSECTION (A) OF THIS SECTION SHALL BE CONFIDENTIAL AND NOT AVAILABLE FOR PUBLIC INSPECTION.

(II) ON REQUEST, A REPORT REQUIRED UNDER SUBSECTION (A) OF THIS SECTION SHALL BE MADE AVAILABLE:

1. To the Attorney General or a State’s Attorney pursuant to a criminal or civil investigation; or

2. On a court order.

(C) (1) On or before June 30 of each year, the Department shall issue a public report providing statistics for the previous calendar year compiled from all of the reports covering that year submitted in accordance with subsection (A) of this section for each of the items listed in subsection (A) of this section.

(2) The report shall include the statistics for all previous calendar years, adjusted to reflect any additional information from late or corrected reports.

(3) The report may not include personal identifying information of any pregnant woman on whom an abortion was performed, induced, or attempted.

(D) (1) The Department shall adopt regulations to implement the provisions of this section on or before January 1, 2016.

(2) The regulations shall require that the report required under subsection (A) of this section include all abortions performed or induced on and after the first day of the first calendar month following the date the regulations are adopted.

(E) (1) A physician may not knowingly fail to file or late file a report required under subsection (A) of this section.

(2) Any physician who fails to submit a report required under subsection (A) of this section within 30 days after the reporting deadline in violation of this subsection is subject to a civil penalty of $1,000 for each 30–day period or portion of a 30–day period the report is overdue.
(3) (I) A physician who fails to file a report or knowingly files an incomplete report more than 6 months after June 30 of the reporting year may, in an action brought by the Department, be directed by a court of competent jurisdiction to submit a complete report within a period stated by court order or be subject to civil contempt.

(II) A willful failure by any physician to conform to any requirement of this section, other than late filing of a report, shall be deemed “unprofessional conduct” under § 14–404 of the Health Occupations Article.

(III) A willful failure by any physician to submit a complete report in accordance with a court order under subparagraph (I) of this paragraph shall be deemed “unprofessional conduct” under § 14–404 of the Health Occupations Article.

(4) (I) A physician may not willfully falsify a report required under this section.

(II) A physician who violates this paragraph is guilty of a misdemeanor and on conviction is subject to a fine not exceeding $1,000.

20–222.

(A) (1) A woman on whom an abortion is performed or induced or the father of the unborn child who was the subject of an abortion performed in violation of this part may bring a civil action against the person who performed or induced the abortion in intentional or reckless violation of this part for compensatory and punitive damages.

(2) A woman on whom an abortion was attempted in violation of this part may bring a civil action against the person who attempted to perform or induce the abortion in intentional or reckless violation of this part for compensatory and punitive damages.

(B) A woman on whom an abortion was performed or induced or attempted to be performed or induced in violation of this part, the woman’s spouse, parent, guardian, or sibling, or the woman’s current or former licensed health care provider, the Department, the Attorney General, or the State’s Attorney for the county where the abortion was performed may apply to the appropriate court for a temporary or permanent injunction to restrain the person that performed or
1 INDUCED THE ABORTION OR ATTEMPTED TO PERFORM OR INDUCE AN ABORTION ON
2 THE WOMAN FOR VIOLATING THIS PART:

3 (1) WHETHER OR NOT AN ADEQUATE REMEDY AT LAW EXISTS;
4 (2) IN ADDITION TO OTHER REMEDIES PROVIDED BY LAW; AND
5 (3) NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER LAW.

6 (C) (1) IF A JUDGMENT IS RENDERED IN FAVOR OF THE PLAINTIFF IN AN
7 ACTION TAKEN UNDER THIS SECTION, THE COURT ALSO SHALL RENDER JUDGMENT
8 FOR REASONABLE ATTORNEY’S FEES IN FAVOR OF THE PLAINTIFF AGAINST THE
9 DEFENDANT.

10 (2) IF JUDGMENT IS RENDERED IN FAVOR OF THE DEFENDANT AND
11 THE COURT FINDS THAT THE PLAINTIFF’S ACTION WAS FRIVOLOUS AND BROUGHT
12 IN BAD FAITH, THE COURT SHALL RENDER JUDGMENT FOR REASONABLE
13 ATTORNEY’S FEES IN FAVOR OF THE DEFENDANT AGAINST THE PLAINTIFF.

14 (D) NO DAMAGES OR ATTORNEY’S FEES MAY BE ASSESSED AGAINST THE
15 WOMAN ON WHOM AN ABORTION WAS PERFORMED OR INDUCED OR ATTEMPTED TO
16 BE PERFORMED OR INDUCED EXCEPT UNDER SUBSECTION (C)(2) OF THIS SECTION.

17 20–223.

18 (A) IN A CIVIL ACTION OR CRIMINAL PROCEEDING BROUGHT UNDER THIS
19 PART, THE COURT SHALL DETERMINE WHETHER THE ANONYMITY OF A WOMAN ON
20 WHOM AN ABORTION HAS BEEN PERFORMED OR INDUCED OR ATTEMPTED TO BE
21 PERFORMED OR INDUCED SHALL BE PRESERVED FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE IF SHE
22 DOES NOT GIVE HER CONSENT TO DISCLOSURE.

23 (B) (1) IF A COURT FINDS THAT A WOMAN’S ANONYMITY SHOULD BE
24 PRESERVED UNDER SUBSECTION (A) OF THIS SECTION, THE COURT SHALL:

25 (I) ISSUE A GAG ORDER TO THE PARTIES, WITNESSES, AND
26 COUNSEL;

27 (II) SEAL THE RECORD; AND

28 (III) EXCLUDE UNAUTHORIZED INDIVIDUALS FROM
29 COURTROOMS OR HEARING ROOMS TO THE EXTENT NECESSARY TO SAFEGUARD THE
30 WOMAN’S IDENTITY FROM PUBLIC DISCLOSURE.
(2) Each order issued under paragraph (1) of this subsection shall be accompanied by a specific written finding explaining:

(i) Why the anonymity of the woman should be preserved from public disclosure;

(ii) Why the order is essential to preserving the woman’s anonymity;

(iii) How the order is narrowly tailored to serve the woman’s interests; and

(iv) Why no reasonable less restrictive alternative exists.

(C) If a woman on whom an abortion has been performed or induced or attempted to be performed or induced refuses to consent to disclosure of her name in a court proceeding under subsection (A) of this section, any person listed in § 20–222 of this part, other than a public official, who brings an action under this part shall use a pseudonym.

(D) This section may not be construed to authorize the concealment of the identity of the plaintiff or of a witness from the defendant or from an attorney for the defendant.

20–224.

(A) This part may not be construed to repeal § 20–209 of this subtitle or any other applicable provision of State law regulating or restricting abortion.

(B) (1) An abortion that complies with the provisions of §§ 20–219 and 20–220 of this part but violates the provisions of § 20–209(b)(1) of this subtitle or any other applicable provision of law shall be deemed unlawful as provided in the applicable provision of law.

(2) An abortion that complies with the provisions of § 20–209(b)(1) of this subtitle or any other applicable provision of law regulating or restricting abortion but violates the provisions of this part shall be deemed unlawful.
(3) If some or all of the provisions of this part are temporarily or permanently restrained or enjoined by judicial order, all other provisions of law regulating or restricting abortion shall be enforced as though the restrained or enjoined provisions had not been adopted, except that whenever the temporary or permanent restraining order or injunction is stayed or dissolved, or otherwise ceases to have effect, the affected provisions shall have full force and effect.

20-225.

This part may be cited as the Maryland Pain-Capable Unborn Child Protection Act.

Section 2. And be it further enacted, that this Act shall take effect October 1, 2015.